FIRE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. TwK (the FAIR) perform fire safety tasks through the designated fire safety service, security services
and nominated post holders.
2. Any commands in this regard issued by persons representing TwK, and in particular by the fire safety
service, must be immediately executed.
3. It is prohibited in EXPO Kraków to:
a) use open flames, both inside and outside the facility;
b) smoke outside the designated areas;
c) store in the back of the stalls any or all kinds of packaging, paper and other materials that may
create a risk of fire or of explosion;
d) block access to electrical panels and devices, fire hydrants, manual fire extinguishers and call
points;
e) use manual fire extinguishers for purposes other than fire-fighting;
f) block passageways and evacuation routes as well as fire and evacuation gates inside and
outside the facility;
g) use flammable cleaning fluids or fluids forming explosive mixtures;
h) at the end of the demonstration leave machines and technical devices not cleaned of dust,
stains, grease, oils and production waste;
i) leave greasy and oily rags and cloths;
j) store in the immediate vicinity of interacting substances and materials as well as substances
and materials that can potentially cause fire or explosion;
k) use balloons filled with flammable gases in the halls or in the outside area;
l) garage or exhibit in the facility motor vehicles with full tanks of fuel or gas. The tank may contain
fuel in quantity sufficient for leaving the facility. Such tank must be closed and the battery must
be permanently disconnected from the terminals or wire clamps of the vehicle;
m) start vehicles during any exhibition in the EXPO Krakow halls;
n) alter or repair by oneself any electrical devices and installations;
o) use defective electrical, gas or combustion installations;
p) leave unattended cookers, kettles, heaters, irons and similar devices connected to an electric
energy supply;
q) cover lighting points, including bulbs, with flammable material;
r) bring, store and operate gas cylinders, flammable, explosive and corrosive materials
s) organise fireworks;
t) place devices with surfaces which may heat up to over 100 degrees C near or on flammable
materials;
u) use flammable materials and carpets, without approval, for building works;
v) carry out other activities that may decrease the safety level in EXPO Krakow.
4. In the event of fire, explosion or other dangerous circumstances, all participants of the EVENT are
required to notify:
a) State Fire Department tel. 998 or 112;
b) other people who are in a dangerous area;
c) fire and security services on duty in the facility and nominated post holders in EXPO.
5. Until the arrival of the State Fire Brigade and/or other emergency services all participants must follow
orders from the authorised TwK employee managing the rescue and firefighting action, and after the
arrival of the State Fire Brigade – orders from the commander of the rescue and firefighting action.

